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To study environmental awareness of 10+2 Class students in 

relation to their Residential background. 
Dr. Anil kumar Taneja, Principal 

G.M.T.COLLEGE OF EDUCATION LUDHIANA (Punjab) 

Abstract : Earth is truly a marvelous planet. It is the only planet in 

our solar system that has the nents necessary to support life as we 

recognize it. The planet earth is only a tiny part of ife - verse, but it 

is the home of human being and many other organisms. Animals 

and plants live almost everywhere on the surface of earth. Perhaps, 

the most amazing feature of our planet : . rich diversity of the life 

that exists here. This vast magnitude of life creates complex, 

interrelated communities where towering trees and huge animals 

live together and depend -upon, tiny life forms such as viruses, 

bacteria and fungi. Together, all these organisms make up 

delightfully diverse, self-sustaining communities including dense, moist forests, vast sunny 

Ivannas and richly colourful coral reefs. We should ask ourselves: what is our proper place in 

vature ? What ought we to do and what we can do to protect the irreplaceable habitat that -

roduced and supported us ? These are some of the central questions of environmental science. 

The work Environment (originated in 1827) comes from French ‘Environs’ which means -

rroundings. Therefore environment refers to surrounding of a place. The term environment is 

_sed to describe in aggregate, all the external forces, influences and conditions, which affect ~e 

life, nature, behaviour, growth, development and maturity of living being, residents or ecological 

society and power its endurance and growth. 
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Components Of Environment 

 

The environment comprises of two components abiotic and biotic components. 

 Abiotic components constitutes the physical or non-physical components like wa: — air, 

land, mineral, fossil, fuels, tidal process, chemical and geographical processes etc 

 2. Biotic components are the living organism that influence the surroundings lfM 

animals, wild life, vegetation, food chain, social and cultural groups, political structure 

This also includes man made components like town, roads, urban, infrastructure 

communication and transfer system. 

Natural Environment 

The natural environment encompasses all living and non-living things occurring naturally on 

Earth: Complete ecological units that function as natural system without massive human 

intervention including vegetation, micro-organisms, soils, rocks, atmosphere and natural 

phenomenon occurs within boundaries. 

 

Man-Made Environment 


